
BUILD THE BIGGER PICTURE OF BUSINESS

In this track, you specialise in aspects of competition 
economics and regulation that affect the day-to-day 
operations of corporations in all industries worldwide. 
Competition is one of the prime organizing principles of 
modern societies. Companies are expected to innovate 
more and offer higher quality products at lower prices 
when in competition. For that reason, competitive 
processes are protected by laws enforced by various 
international institutions. As a future manager or policy 
maker you'll develop a thorough understanding of the 
economics, business practices and regulations that relate 
to competitive markets to be successful.

THE AMSTERDAM SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS HAS: EXCELLENT RANKINGS • A DIVERSE INTERNATIONAL

STUDENT BODY • STRONG INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS IN BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENT • LOW TUITION

FEES FOR EU STUDENTS • A CENTRAL LOCATION IN MULTICULTURAL AMSTERDAM

Degree: MSc Business Economics
Mode: Full-time
Credits: 60 ECTS credits
Tuition fees: € 2,006 (EU), 
€ 14,950  (non EU)
Duration: 12 months
Language: English
Starts in: September
Application deadline(s): 
Dutch students: 1 June 2017
All others: 1 April 2017
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Economics at the Amsterdam School of Economics
This academic master’s programme teaches 
students to analyse the functioning of 
corporations and other organisations from a clear 
economic financial perspective, both internally 
and in the market context in which they operate.

This track provides you with an advanced level of 
understanding of economic theory, econometrics and 
basic law and jurisprudence in combination with an 
expert level of understanding in applied economics in 
competition policy cases, in particular of the European 
Commission. You’ll learn about the contemporary 
discourse regarding international corporations and 
how their competitive dynamics is and ought to be 
regulated. It's a fascinating subject, as technological 
developments and new business strategies continue to 
challenge the design and implementation of market 
oversight.

Example from the classroom
Firms are tempted to discuss prices with their 
competitors when they really shouldn’t. Once found 

out, the companies involved in these illegal conspiracies 
to restrict competition face large liabilities in fines 
and antitrust damages. The agencies' toolboxes for dis-
covery of cartels are getting more and more sophisti-
cated. But, so are modern cartels in their ways of hiding 
their coordination. We study novel species of cartels, 
abuses of dominance, how to recognise them and the 
harm they do to welfare, in order to bring them under 
control.

Courses
You'll start with two foundation courses on business 
behaviour: Strategy and either Markets & Organisa-
tions or Advanced Industrial Organisation. Parallel 
to this you'll gain knowledge in the specialisation 
courses Applied Econometrics and European Compe-
tition Law. Courses in law will be taught at the Faculty 
of Law, which gives you opportunity to interact in 
specialising. At the end of the semester, you are fully 
prepared to take on the applied course Empirical Mar-
ket Analysis. In the second semester you'll continue to 
deepen into the track with courses in Competition 
Policy and Applied Industrial Organisation.

“Competition brings prosperity: it keeps prices down and quality up, while stimulating 

entrepreneurship and R&D. Vested interests, however, often have strong incentives and 

sometimes also the ability to restrict competition, to the detriment of overall welfare. 

Examples are firms that should be competitors, yet form a cartel instead. Or large 

companies that abuse their dominant position strategically to exclude rivals from the 

market.

Competition policy aims to protect competitive processes. It’s an exciting area of applied 

economics, referred to as Industrial Organization (IO), in which theory and practice 

cross-fertilize each other. Although the first competition laws are over a century old, 

markets and business strategies continuously pose new challenges for the design and 

implementation of optimal competition policies. Competition cases and regulation are 

daily news, involving high-level consultancy, as well as cutting-edge academic research.”

Prof. Maarten Pieter Schinkel
Amsterdam School of Economics

Competition Law & Economics

Period 1 Period 4 Period 5Period 3 Period 6

ST
SEMESTER1 ND

SEMESTER2

Classes No classes Exam week  00 00 00 Compulsory course (T) Theoretical (P) PracticalTrack course Elective course

Week
Period 2

36 644 1437 745 1538 846 1639 947 1740 1048 182 2241 1149 193 2342 1250 204 2443 1351 215 25 26

September - January February - June

Applied Econometrics (T) (P)

European Competition Law

5 EC

10 EC

Master’s Thesis Competition Law and Economics (T) (P) 15 EC

Research Seminar Competition Law and Economics (P) 5 EC

Business Economics: Competition Law and Economics

Competition Policy (T) (P)

Applied Industrial Organisation

5 EC

5 EC

Strategy (T) 5 EC

Markets and Organisations (T)

Advanced Industrial 
Organisation (T)

5 EC

5 EC

Empirical 
Market Analysis 
(P)

5 EC

Choose one elective:



"Studying at the Amsterdam School of 

Economics is quite intensive. From the 

moment the programme starts in Septem-

ber, there is no time to waste. However, 

the benefit is that I've gained so much 

knowledge, technical skills and teamwork 

skills, that it was definitely worth the hard 

work.

I enjoyed working together with ambi-

tious fellow students who have similar 

interests. The intensive group assignments 

made us feel a really tight group. 

Nightwork, exam stress, hard work: we 

were all in it together.

As for our theses, we were allowed to 

choose any topic that drew our interest. 

As I had been following the news about 

Booking.com’s problems with the 

competition authorities for some time, I 

decided to combine and extend some 

existing game theoretical models and 

apply it to the Booking.com case. This 

produced some interesting results. My 

supervisor encouraged me to publish on 

the case.

After finishing the programme, many 

students apply for positions at consultan-

cies or government institutions such as the 

national competition authority. Since I 

also have a degree in philosophy, I wanted 

to work in an interdisciplinary setting and 

I applied for an internship at the Scientific 

Council for Government Policy. I contribu-

ted to a project about the economic and 

social consequences of migration. While 

different from competition, my outlook 

services me here too."

Admission requirements
International applicants
1. An academic Bachelor's degree in (Business) Economics. Students with
another academic BSc with a strong quantative orientation might be 
eligible to apply as well. For the track Competition Law and Economics 
students with a law degree (LLM) are welcome to apply as well.  Please 
refer to the website for more details.
2. For both tracks proven knowledge is needed of (i) Microeconomics
and/or Industrial Organsation and/or Corporate Finance, (ii) Statistics 
and/or Econometrics.
3. Intrinsic motivation to build upon knowledge. A motivation letter is
required.
4. Evidence of English language proficiency:
• TOEFL test: 92, at least 20 on each sub-score
• IELTS-test: 6.5, at least 6 on each sub-score
• Cambridge International Examinations: A (FCE), A/B/C (CAE), A/B/C
(CPE)
Applicants with a Dutch Bachelor’s degree, or who have obtained their 
diploma or degree in a country where English is the native language are 
exempted.
5. A GRE is compulsory. A GMAT is accepted as well. Check the website
for recommended scores.

Dutch applicants
1. An academic Bachelor's degree in (Business) Economics. Students with
another academic BSc with a strong quantative orientation might be 
eligible to apply as well. For the track Competition Law and Economics 
students with a law degree (LLM) are welcome to apply as well.  Please 
refer to the website for more details.
2. For both tracks proven knowledge is needed of (i) Microeconomics
and/or Industrial Organsation and/or Corporate Finance, (ii) Statistics 
and/or Econometrics.
3. Intrinsic motivation to build upon knowledge. A motivation letter is
required.

Please refer to www.uva.nl/msc-business-economics for more information.

Francisca Wals
Student MSc.



Amsterdam, your city of choice.
Amsterdam is an unbeatable choice for student life. Nowhere else will you 
find this heady mix of international population, thrilling nightlife, historic 
and hypermodern arts and culture, soothing nature and architectural 
beauty. And the Amsterdam Business School is located in the middle of it 
all. The ASE's strong international network and the university’s excellent 
ties with the city's leading businesses each contribute greatly to your job 
prospects inside and outside the Netherlands.

Amsterdam School of Economics
The Amsterdam School of Economics (ASE) at the University of 
Amsterdam (UvA) has an excellent reputation with an international focus 
and many highly reputable researchers and teachers. The UvA, placed 
55th in the QS World University Rankings 2015-16, is a challenging 
environment where an independent and inquisitive mind can roam free. 
Thanks to a diverse influx of students and an active network of 
international alumni, you’ll be able to share memories with other ASE 
graduates for years to come.

Career prospects
As a graduate from the MSc Business Economics programme with a 
specialisation in Competition Law & Economics, you’ll be fully prepared 
for positions in management, policy or research.
You’ll have excellent job prospects for positions in national and 
international government agencies, regulators and competition authorities, 
international institutions such as the European Commission, NGO’s and 
international organisations like the OECD and the United Nations, as well 
as specialised top consulting firms and multinational companies that work 
in competitive environments and their regulatory regimes.

Contact
By phone: +31 (0)20 525 4327 -
10:00 to 11:00 and 15:00 to 16:00
(CET), daily except
Wednesdays. Visiting hours:
13:30 -14:30 in room E2.28,
daily except Wednesdays. The
visiting hours are open to
applicants who need to hand in
documents or have questions
about their application.

Visiting address
University of Amsterdam
Economics and Business
Admissions Office
Room E2.28
Roetersstraat 11
1018 WB Amsterdam
Skype-id: admissions.uva
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